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Résuḿe :
L’aéroacoustique d’uńecoulement ǵeńeré par une couche limite turbulentéepaisse affleurant une cavité estétudíee.
L’apport énerǵetique important de la couche limitéepaisse produit de forts cisaillement dans et en aval de la cavité qui
modifient la dynamique de l’écoulement et la distribution des sources sonores. L’analyse du couplage áeroacoustique,
par le mod̀ele analogique de Curle, permet de caractériser les propagations sonores.

Abstract :
Aeroacoustics generated by a thick turbulent boundary layer in a cavity flow is studied. The thick boundary layer produces
strong shear in the cavity and at the downstream of the cavity, it modifies the flow dynamics and the distribution of the
sound sources. The analysis of aeroacoustics, using Curle’s acoustic analogy model allows the characteristics of sound
propagation

Keywords : cavity flow, thick turbulent boundary layer, Large Eddy Simu lation, Aeroacoustics

1 Introduction
In a civil aircraft, the high lift systems and the landing gear are the most acoustically active airframe compo-
nents. The flow in the cavities which are located on the aircraft surface is unsteady and, at typical landing
speeds, may features large-width instabilities. The studyof fluid flow over cavities is also relevant for a wide
range of applications as car sunroof and turbo machinery.
Flow over the simple geometry of a cavity produces a rich variety of flow phenomena like separation, shear
layer instabilities, multiple flow, resonant tones and acoustic instabilities with complex wave interactions.
Rowley et al [1] portray that the cavity flow is a complicated dynamical system, it is comprised of only four
elemental fluid dynamic processes : shear layer amplification of vortical disturbances, pressure wave generation
through vortex-surface interaction, upstream propagation of acoustic waves receptivity at the upstream edge
of the cavity and conversion of pressure waves into vorticity waves. The incompressible flow in and around
axisymmetric cavities were studied experimentally by Gharib and Roshko [2] and it was found that the flow in
a cavity is dependent on the Length to Depth ratio (L/D). An overview of various types of cavity flows and
parameters that determines the character of the cavity flow are well presented in [3] and [4].
Study of turbulent cavity flows is concerned with the influence of incident turbulence on the hydrodynamic
instabilities as well as the occurrence of self-sustained oscillations. Lin and Rockwell [5] observed that large-
scale vertical structures related to the self-sustained oscillations with the incoming boundary layer was tur-
bulent. Kang et al [6] found that the incoming turbulent boundary layer can give rise to the formation of
large-scale vortical structures responsible for self-sustained oscillations.
This work concerns the study of 2-D rectangular cavities with an incoming thick boundary layer, in relevance
to the reduction of noise and drag in many aerospace configurations. The cavity amplifies the kinetic energy
modes contained in the incoming boundary layer structure. The unsteady flow interaction with the cavity walls
generates aerodynamic noise. This mechanism differs from the traditional Rossiter instability mode, typical of
cavities with a thin inflow boundary layer, and requires resolving the inflow outer layer eddies to capture their
amplification across the cavity opening. A CFD model with Large Eddy Simulation approach and an acoustic
analogy is used to resolve the flow disturbances that generate the aerodynamic noise by an interaction between
fluid and the downstream corners and walls of the cavity. The generation of unsteady inflow data for spatially
developing turbulent flows is one of the challenges. In the current work, for the moment, a mean turbulent
boundary layer profile is imposed at the inlet of the domain. This work would be the initial step to study the
aeroacoustics of three dimensional rectangular and cylindrical cavities with turbulent boundary layer.
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2 Governing equations and numerical method

2.1 Governing equations
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations in Cartesian coordinates without body forces or external heat addi-
tion can be written as

∂U

∂t
+

∂Ej

∂xj

=
∂Fij

∂xj

whereU = [ρ, ρui, ρEt]
T is the state vector,Ej = [ρuj , ρuiuj + pδij, ρEtuj + puj]

T are the inviscid fluxes,

Fij = [0, τij , τijui−qj]
T are the diffusive fluxes and the viscous stress tensor isτij = µ
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δij

)
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whereδij is the Kronecker delta function. The heat flux from Fourier’sheat law is given byqi = −
cpµ

Pr

∂T

∂xi

wherecp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure,Pr is Prandtl number andEt = E + uiui/2 is the
total energy.

2.2 Numerical method – LES model
The parallel code AVBP from CERFACS, Toulouse, solves the laminar and turbulent compressible Navier-
Stokes equations in two and three space dimensions. For turbulent flows, turbulence models are available.
For prediction of unsteady turbulent flows, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) or Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) are employed. The numerical schemes in AVBP are based on the cell-vertex method which naturally
ensures high compactness. The main convective schemes are afinite volume Lax–Wendroff type scheme (LW)
and a finite element two-step Taylor-Galerkin scheme (TTGC)[7]. These two schemes are respectively2nd

and3rd order in time and space. The diffusive scheme is a typical2nd order compact scheme. In this work
we typically use quadrangle elements for space discretization. Time integration is fully explicit to maximize
accuracy. The derivation of the new governing equations is obtained by introducing operators to be applied to
the set of compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Unclosedterms arise from these manipulations and need to
be modeled for the problem to be solved. The operator in LES isa spatially localized time independent filter
of given size,△, to be applied to a single realization of the studied flow. Theunclosed terms in LES represents
the physics associated with the small structures present inthe flow. The LES predictions of complex turbulent
flows are closer to the physics since large scale phenomena such as large vortex shedding and acoustic waves
are embedded in the set of governing equations [8]. The filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations exhibit
sub-grid scale (SGS) tensors and vectors describing the interaction between the non-resolved and resolved
motions. The influence of the SGS on the resolved motion is taken into account by a SGS model based on
the introduction of a turbulent viscosityνt. The case presented here is simulated using LES–Smagorinsky

modelνt = (CS△)2
√

2 S̃ij S̃ij , whereCS is the model constant and̃Sij is the resolved strain rate tensor.
Compressible flows are characterized by waves whose physicsis to be respected in numerical simulations.
Characteristic boundary conditions allow for the correct treatment of waves impinging on the boundary of the
computational domain. Characteristic conditions for Euler equations were first derived by Thompson [9] and
extended to the Navier-Stokes equations by Poinsot and Lele[10]. To prevent the numerical oscillations in the
region of high gradients, artificial viscosity is added. Schönfeld Lartigue Kaufmann sensor (SLK) [11]is used
with values of0.2 and0.05 for the2nd and4th order respectively.

3 Aeroacoustics
Computational Aeroacoustics is to predict the sound radiated by turbulent flows, to identify the source of sound
and to investigate strategies by which noise could be reduced. Computational Aeroacoustics combines the
classical approaches of flow field computation with acoustics. The approaches such as experimental, analytical
and numerical methods are used to investigate aeroacousticsound sources. The direct computation of sound
using DNS is restricted to low Reynolds numbers and very simple geometries. Hybrid method where the sound
is obtained in a successive step, after having calculated the flow field is employed as found in Lighthill [12]
where an analogy between the propagation of sound in an unsteady unbounded flow to that in an uniform
medium at rest, generated by a distribution of quadrapole acoustic sources. In this analogy, Navier-Stokes
equations are replaced by an inhomogeneous wave equation namely the Lighthill equation. The Lighthill
analogy does not include the effect of solid boundaries in the flow, thus it considers only aerodynamically
generated sound without solid body interaction. The formulation was extended by Curle [13] and Ffows
Williams and Hawkins [14] to take into account the generation and the scattering mechanisms when solid
bodies are present.
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whereTij = ρuiuj−τij+(p−a2
∞

ρ)δij is the Lighthill stress tensor anda∞ is the speed of sound. The equation
(1) includes all physics as no assumption is made in derivingit from the governing equations. An assumption
is made that the equation is an inhomogeneous wave equation in an isotropic medium at rest and it becomes
explicit when assumingρ ∼ ρ∞ in Tij . The explicit form of the equation (1) can be solved analytically as

ρ(x, t) − ρ∞ =
1

4πa2
∞

∫

∞

1

r

∂2Tij

∂xi∂xj

dV (y) (2)

x is the observer position,y is the source position andr =| x − y | is the distance between them. Curle [13]
formulated an analogy for non-moving solid bodies using a general solution of equation (1)
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)
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wheren is the surface normal pointing towards to fluid andτ = t − r/a∞ is the retarded time, which is the
time of the emission of a signal that reaches the observer location at timet. After handling the equation (3)
with Green’s function and considering the observer locatedin a region where the flow is isentropic, the final
surface integral is a line integral along the cavity walls between−b and+b, whereb is the half cavity spanwise
length, yielding

p(x, t) − p0 =
1

4π

∫

L

linj

[
2 arctan(b/r)

ṗδij

a∞
+ 2b

pδij

r2

]
dL(y) (4)

whereli is an unit vector pointing from the source to the observer,ṗ is derivative of pressure with respect to
time t [15] and [16]. At low Mach numbers, the surface integral termin the equation (3) is larger than the
volume integral part, therefore in many cases the volume integral can be neglected. The time derivative of
pressure is needed to compute the integrand term of the Curleexpression and is calculated with a second order
central difference scheme. The results presented in this work use equation (4), which takes into account the
real half width (b) of the cavity. An acoustic code is developed at the partner institute Politecnico di Torino,
Italy, to calculate the Sound Pressure Level (SPL).

4 Configuration

4.1 Test-case geometry and inflow condition
The flow is from left to right hand side. The domain extends between0 ≤ x/D ≤ 25 and−1 ≤ y/D ≤ 20.
The computational domain extends to5D and16D upstream and downstream of the cavity leading and trailing
edges, respectively. The dimensional variables which characterize the cavity flow [17] areL, D, free stream
velocity U∞, momentum thicknessθ, a∞, and kinematic viscosityν∞. The role played by the momentum
thicknessθ at the leading edge of the cavity in the selection of modes is observed by Colonius et al [18]. The
flow parameters relevant to the case in this work are given in the table 1.

L/D U∞ M∞ ReD δ[mm] θ[mm] Reθ L/θ

4 40 m/s 0.117 27.37 × 103 19.08 1.857 1270 21.54

Table 1: Flow parameters.

5 Starting flow condition
A power law boundary layer profile is imposed on the whole computational domain with the following flow
state values :P0 = 101325 Pa, T0 = 288.15 K, v0 = 0 m/s. A mean turbulent boundary layer profile is
imposed at the inlet of the domain. At the inflow,u = u∞ andρ = ρ∞ = 1.2kg/m3 and at the outflow,
pressureP = 101325 Pa are imposed. The CFL value for this simulation is0.7. The wall temperature is held
constant and equal to the free stream valueT∞ = 288.15 K. Computations are performed in parallel on16 to
64 nodes of an IBM-SP computers at IDRIS, Paris.

6 Results

6.1 Flow features
The incoming boundary layer behaves like a flat plate boundary layer which can be observed in the figure 3(a).
Time averaged velocity profiles are plotted atx/D = 2, 4 and5. As shown in figure 1, we observe a wake
mode observed for the above flow configuration. In the figure 1(a), a vortex is formed from the leading edge of
the cavity and fills the cavity region and in the figure 1(b) thevortex detaches and impinges on the downstream
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(a) Time periodt = 0 (b) Time periodt = t0 + T/4

(c) Time periodt = t0 + T/2 (d) Time periodt = t0 + 3T/4

Figure 1: Instantaneous vorticity fieldsωz.

corner of the cavity. The flow above the cavity region is affected by the flow from the cavity. The free
stream flow is periodically directed into the cavity. The spectrum calculated at point[x/D, y/D] = [8, 0]
is plotted in figure 2. The sampling time was100 ≤ T ≤ 800. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of velocity
component inx-direction versus the Strouhal number ( defined byStL = fL/U∞) is shown in the figure 2(a).
The fundamental frequency for this test case isStL = 0.205, and all higher modes are harmonics of this
fundamental frequency. The fundamental frequencyStL reported by Larsson et al [15] is0.245 which is
worth mentioning here. Colonius et al [19] found a fundamental frequency ofStL = 0.248. Figure 2(b) which
represents an energy spectrum demonstrates the energy cascade where the peaks corresponding to the dominant
oscillation frequency and its harmonic can be observed. At the locationsx/D = 6, 7 and8, mean stresses
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Figure 2: (a) FFT and (b) Energy spectra of velocity component in x-direction.

u′u′, u′v′, v′v′ profiles are plotted and shown in the figure 3(b). The turbulent shear stressu′v′ is directly linked
with large eddies motion. So the anisotropic contribution to flow fluctuations is mostly distributed on the low
frequency part of the spectrum.u′u′ andv′v′ may contribute more significantly to the high frequencies part.

6.2 Radiated Sound
As mentioned in the section 6.1, the interaction of the vortex with the trailing edge of the cavity generates
pressure waves which are radiated into the far field. These pressure waves are identified as aerodynamic noise.
To determine theSPL using the acoustic analogy, two acoustic domains are generated. The first domain is of
size−40 ≤ x/D ≤ 50 and0 ≤ y/D ≤ 90 (figure 4(a)) with30 × 30 grid points and the second domain is of
LES domain size0 ≤ x/D ≤ 25 and−1 ≤ y/D ≤ 20 (figure 4(b)) with50× 50 grid points. The intersection
points of the grid represent the observers.SPL values are calculated for both domains. The figure 4 shows
SPL iso-contours,SPL = 20 log(prms)/pref above the enclosure of the cavity, wherepref = 20 µPa and
prms is the root mean square pressure fluctuation. The contour spacing is△SPL = 5 dB SPL iso-contours
appear to be concentric about the trailing edge of the cavity, which confirms that the trailing edge is the main
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Figure 3: (a) Time average velocity profiles and (b) Mean Reynolds stress profile.

source of sound at the selected conditions. At the trailing edge of the cavity, the maximum value ofSPL is
found to be135dB which confirms the louder flow. The direction of sound propagation appears uniform in
this current case of low Mach number (M = 0.117) shallow cavity flow with turbulent incoming boundary
layer. Similar qualitative concentric iso-contours are found by Haigermoser [16]. But Rowley et al [20] show
the peak radiation to the far field occurs at an angle of about135◦ from the downstream axis for the cavity
L/D = 2 and Mach numberM = 0.6. But in the present case, the directivity angle is not prominent. The
discrepancy may be due to the low Mach number flow.
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Figure 4: Sound Pressure Level.

7 Conclusions and Perspectives
In this work, the LES coupled with Curle’s acoustic analogy has been used to investigate the nature of cavity
mechanism and sound generation. The incoming flow with a meanturbulent boundary layer profile atReD =
27.37 × 103 over a two dimensional cavity withL/D = 4 was simulated. The main sources of sound in this
low Mach number flow are the pressure fluctuations on the walls. In addition, the sources of the sound are
large on the downstream cavity wall. The differences in the directivity of the sound propagation is certainly an
interesting part which should be studied in the future. The next step could be studying the turbulent2D and
3D cavity flow with the unsteady inflow data imposed at the inlet and analyzing the acoustics by including the
volume integral part in acoustic analogy to improve the calculation ofSPL values.
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